
Our company is looking for a sales excellence. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for sales excellence

Act as the incentive compensation effectiveness (ICE) center of excellence
(COE) for Global Servicing Network (GSN) and the HR Business Partner
community, regarding AXP sales incentive guiding principles and policies
Facilitate communication and coordination of sales incentive administration
activities across GSN and payroll to ensure the accurate and timely
processing and payment of the GSN sales incentive plans
Challenge the status quo and find innovative solutions to existing processes
while understanding the intricacies of each market
Consult and collaborate with HR business partners and business leaders in
developing sales incentive plans (incentive, bonus, contest, referrals, &
recognition)
Effectively and efficiently manage business expectations and raise
appropriate issues to Senior Leadership
To deliver aspects of training within on-boarding weeks including expense
systems, learning journey app, business structure
To evaluate ITP on-boarding week and recommend changes and
improvements based on delegate feedback
To continually support the improvement of the quality of induction
programmes and on-going training activities to support sales capability build
and shorten the time to get new sales people to full productivity
Design and operationalize sales process excellence programs to transform
our Global Field Sales team that result in optimized and scalable practices
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Optimize sales processes, tools & frameworks in partnership with our Sales
Operations & Sales teams

Qualifications for sales excellence

2+ years of Home Loans Underwriting
Consults on strategic decisions and evaluates impact to roadmap facilitates
and coordinates key projects, collaborating with project sponsors and
business stakeholders to define scope, analyze requirements, and determine
strategic needs
Assist in the development of business plans, strategies, and approaches to
maximize opportunities
Create and Deliver presentations to Senior Leadership
Analyze internal performance measures and customer feedback for
opportunities for improvement, conduct root cause analysis, and implement
improvement initiatives
Create and maintain business process documentation including maps, guides,
and procedures


